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V. APPENDIX 
 

A. Sampling Program Results  

1. Regular Test Stations 

 
On the following pages in tabular form are the results of sampling 

data gathered throughout the course of the project at points selected 
for evaluation. Flows were measured at these stations by use of a  
900 triangular V notch sharp crested weir inserted in a vitrified clay 
pipe or by use of Gurley current meter. Samples taken were sent to the 
Department of Environmental Resource's approved laborato ry for testing. 

 
Under the column entitled "Other" the results of special analysis 

have been shown to indicate the quantity of the following chemical 
substances: 

 
Chemical Substance Symbol 

 
Ferrous Iron  Fe2 
Aluminum  Al 
Calcium Ca 

































 

2. Special Test Stations 
 

In addition to the regular test stations, investigations were  
made at numerous other points to more accurately pinpoint problem areas 
and to clarify questions that had arisen from past results. A summary of 
these results are enumerated hereunder:  

 
(a) From this form of testing it was learned that the flows on  

the western side of the Cartwright Mine were acidic in some locations and 
alkaline in others. 

(b) Sample results from points #62, an outlet to a surface mine pond, 
and #131 a point up stream from discharge of pond, indicated that after the 

ponding and liming, the water quality was poorer than the stream coming 
directly through the stripping spoil. These points are on the head waters of 
Little Toby Creek due east of Coal Hollow.  
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(c) Water being emitted from air seals along the old road from  
Toby to Coal Hollow varied considerably in quality in that two points, (79, 
80) were found to be alkaline and have tolerable sulfate quantities while 
the other seals were emitting acid water with wide ran ges of sulfates. Iron 
contents were fairly constant. 

(d) Water from the Ticossi Mine in the Middle Kittanning Coal is  
alkaline, the same as water from the Eureka #2 Mine (#97). The sulfate and iron 

content however is higher at Ticossi.  

(e) The dilution of the mine water surfacing at point #113 in the 
Limestone Run area by an alkaline spring with acceptable iron and sulfate 
quantities located downstream is effective in improving water quality.  

(f) Water delivered to a home from the Dagus Mine Water Sup ply, located 
near reference point 90 was analyzed and found to have a pH of 6.1 and acid content 
of 4 ppm. A water sample taken from a gas station receiving water from the Kyler Run 
Reservoir was also analyzed and found to be a higher quality water as alka linity was 
tested at 2 ppm, iron at 0.5 ppm and sulfates at 5 ppm. The pH was 6.7. Sample 
numbers were 134 and 135. 
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(g) Sampling of Hays Run at reference point 139 above the Kyler Mine 
water course at point #107 indicates that the mine is the source of  
pollution on this stream. 

(h) The effect of seepage through old mine refuse located on the 
western bank of Little Toby Creek was determined by analyzing water from 
pools located above and below a refuse pile located on Little Toby Creek. 
The water in the lower pool coming from seepage through the refuse. In 
this case the pH went from 3.4 to 2.6 while the acidity went from 92 to 
360 ppm. Iron content rose from 4 to 72 while sulfate went from 380 to 
590. See analysis results for points 141 and 142 on page 35 . 

 
(i) Results of water analysis from other points are tabulated 

hereunder. 
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B. Subsurface Exploration Program 

1. SL 132-5 Project Area 

In order to properly evaluate proposed reclamation measures and 
ascertain the validity of the mine map information u tilized for the 
preparation of this plan a subsurface exploration program was under  
taken. The results of this program are included herein. The tabulation on 
pages 62 through 73 briefly describes the findings at each hole and 
summarizes the results of the drilling and pressure testing within the 
project area. The drill lugs have been plotted and are also presented 
herein. There locations are found on Plate 19.  

 
An investigation and determination of property owners was made 

during the subsurface exploration program. Information obtained was 
presented to DER in reproducible form at that time.  

 
2. SL 132-1 Project Area 

In order to obtain more data to assist in the evaluation of 
information provided to DER in the Toby Creek SL 132 -1 Report five 
test holes here drilled in the Brandy Camp Creek to Hays Run Area. Of 
these five, three were cored and two drilled with an air rotary  
rig. 

From the information; provided by drilling these five holes, 
we have concluded that the Lower Kittanning seam has been mined out 
as shown, but there are major variances in the contours. There was 
no evidence of mining in the Middle Kittanning seam except in drill  
hole KK which means holes II, JJ and LL all hit pillars of coal remaining 
in the mined out area or mining in this seam was not as extensive as 
shown. The elevations of this seam found by drilling conformed with those 
shown on Drawing A4. Drill hole EE hit a barrier as anticipated. The 
Freeport Limestone depicted on Drawing A5 does exist throughout this area 
as shown. A brief an alysis of these holes is found on page 74. 

The drill hole locations are found on Plate 6, while logs are 
found on Plates 16 and 17. 
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The following tabulation and drill hole logs summarizes the results 

of the drilling and pressure testing conducted within the project area. 

Drill Hole No. Type Comments 

 
A Core Boring Lower Kittanning coal barrier was found in 

tact. Minimal amounts of grout would be 
required above and below the coal seam; 
however, the seam itself was found to be 
quite permeable. 

 
B Core Boring        Mine void was encountered in Lower Kittanning 

coal seam. This was considered to be the 
heading shown on the mine map. Apparently the 
outflow of water was restricted since the 24 
hour reading indicated that the water level 
was above the roof of the mine. Grout 
requirements 28 feet above the void are 
minimal. 

 
C Core Boring Lower Kittanning coal barrier was found intact. 

Heavy grouting required below, in and above 
coal seam. 

 
D Core Boring        Lower Kittanning Coal barrier was encountered. 

Grouting considered unnecessary. 24 hour water 
level was above coal seam. 

 
E            Core Boring       Lower Kittanning coal seam was found intact 

Heavy grouting could be required below, in 
and 8 feet above coal seam. 

 
E-1 Core Boring Mine void found in Lower Kittanning seam 

assumed to be mine opening shows on mine map. 
Mine roof was found to be very solid thereby 
eliminating the need for grouting. 

 
F Core Boring Lower Kittanning coal barrier was found intact 

Heavy grouting could be required above and below 
the coal seam. The coal seam itself and the 
strata immediately above it was found to be 
impervious. 

 
G Rotary             The Lower Kittanning coal seam was found 

signifying that a stump in the mine had been 
encountered. A monitor well was installed.  
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Drill Hole No. Type Comments 
 
H Rotary        The Lower Kittanning coal seam was encountered and 

found in tact. This site would be suitable for 
discharge. 

 
I Rotary A mine void in the Lower Kittanning coal seam 

was found. This site would be more suitable for 
a discharge point than the location "H" since 
the coal seam is 3 feet lower and has been 
removed. 

 
J      Core Boring The Middle Kittanning coal was found intact  
                                  The mine in the Lower Kittanning coal seam was 

caved with some subsidence occurring above the 
mine. Medium amounts of grout would be required 
for sealing. Seven feet of limestone(considered 
Vanport) was found 45 feet below the mine floor.  

 
K Core Boring    Mine void found in Lower Kittanning seam. - The mine 

roof was found to be solid. A mine water stand pipe 
was installed. 

 
L                 Core Boring    The Lower Kittanning coal seam was found to be intact 

and solid. Weathered shale immediately above the coal 
would accept minor amounts of grout. 

 
M Core Boring A mine void was found in the Lower Kittanning  
              coal seam. The roof was solid and would be suitable 

for sealing. Medium amounts of grout would be 
required after the first five feet of roof  

 
N                 Core Boring  The Lower Kittanning Coal Seam was found to 
  be intact but quite pervious. Immediately  
  above and below the seam the strata was impervious.  
 
N-1 Core Boring A mine void was found in the Lower Kittanning coal 

seam, indicating that the mine entrance shown on 
the map had been drilled through. The roof was 
found to be solid and impervious making it 
suitable for sealing. 

 
N-2 Core Boring The Lower Kittanning coal seam was found intact 

but very pervious thereby requiring large amounts 
of grout if seepage is to be curtailed.  

                                  The strata above is solid. 
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Drill Hole No. Type Comments 

N-3 Core Boring The Lower Kittanning coal seam was encountered. 
Medium amounts of grout would be required to 
seal the seam but the roof was found to be 
impervious for approximately six feet above the 
coal seam. 

 
N-4 Core Boring The Lower Kittanning coal seam was encountered. 

No pressure testing was performed. 
 
N-5 Core Boring. A mine void was found at this location indicating 

that the mine opening shown on the map had been 
located. The roof was solid and impervious making it 
suitable for sealing. Medium amounts of grout would 
be required to seal strata laying five feet above 
the mine roof. 

 
0 Core Boring 

The Lower Kittanning coal seam was encountered 
and found to be impervious. The strata above the 
mine was also found to be relatively imper meable 
during pressure testing. 

 
0-1 Core Boring 22 feet of Lower Kittanning coal was found in 

this drill hole. The strata below, in and above 
the coal was found to be quite pervious which 
accounts for the numerous seeps along the coal 
outcrop line. Limestone was found to be 52 feet 
thick 54feet under the coal. 

 
P Rotary A void was encountered as expected in the mine 

opening at the Lower Kittanning coal seam horizon. 
This point would be suitable for a discharge 
structure. 

Q Core Boring A barrier was hit in the Lower Kittanning coal 
seam. No pressure testing was conducted.  

 
R              Core Boring         The Lower Kittanning coal seam was encountered 

and found to be porous enough to require mediu m 
amounts of grout for complete sealing.  

 
R-1 Core Boring The Lower Kittanning Coal seam located in this 

hole was quite impervious. Three feet of 
Limestone was found 50 feet below the coal.  

 
R-2 Core Boring The Lower Kittanning coal seam encountered was 

porous indicating medium amounts of grout would 
be required. 
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Drill Hole No. Type Comments 

R-3 Core Boring A mine void was hit at the Lower Kittanning 
coal seam. Pressure testing indicated that a 
heavy grout with additives would be needed to 
form an impervious roof if sealed at this 
point. 

T Rotary The Middle Kittanning coal seam was found in 
tact and a void was hit as anticipated at the 
Lower Kittanning coal seam elevations. The  
roof was intact. A monitor well was installed.  

 V                    Rotary Only 14 feet of spoil was encountered after 
which undisturbed overburden was found which 
meant that the Lower Kittanning coal seam was 
not removed by surface mining at this location.  

W                   Rotary               Undisturbed overburden was found under 16 feet 
of spoil at this point. Forty nine feet lower a 
mine void was found in Lower Kittanning coal 
horizon. Surface mining would have been in the 
Middle Kittanning at this location. 

X Rotary Forty feet of overburden was found above a  
three foot seam of fire clay commonly found 
under the Lower Kittanning coal. It was therefore 
concluded that the Lower Kittanning coal seam had 
been removed by surface mining. 

Y Rotary Only nine feet of spoil was found here before 
undisturbed shale was encountered. Fifty e ight 
feet above the clay found in Hole X. This 
indicated that the Middle Kittanning seam had 
been removed by surface mining operations.  

Z Rotary Eighteen feet of spoil was found before 
undisturbed earth was encountered. This indicates 
that the Lower Kittanning coal had been removed 
in its entirety along the crop line. 

 
AA           Rotary             Only thirteen feet of spoil was found before 

undisturbed overburden was encountered. The 
elevation indicates that the mine map was  
correct in showing the rise of the Lower Kittanning 
coal seam. 
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Drill Hole No. Type Comments 
 

FF Rotary A mine void was encountered at an elevation 
of 1718. This would place the mining 
activities in the Middle Kittanning seam  
or the Enos Hays Mine.  A monitor well was installed.

FF-1 Rotary This hole was drilled over two hundred feet  
west of FF in an effort to miss the Enos Hayes Mine. 
However the Middle Kittanning seam had been removed 
at this location indicating that the mine map 
utilized in planning did not depict the extent of 
this mining operation. Due to the consistency found 
in the elevation difference between the Lower 
Kittanning and the Middle Kittanning seam the 
drilling was not continued into the Lower Kittanning 
seam. 

 
MM Core Boring A mine void was hit at the Lower Kittann ing 

Coal seam elevation. The roof was found to 
be solid and impervious which would be 
satisfactory for sealing. 

 
NN Core Boring The Lower Kittanning coal seam was encountered 

and found to be impervious as was the strata 
directly above. The underlying strata was 
less dense and would require grout for sealing.  

 
NN-1 Core Boring The Lower Kittanning coal seam was found in 

tact. Pressure tests indicated that the strata 
was very dense and would not require grout if 
sealed and flooded. 

 
PP Core Boring The bottom of a void in the Cartwright Mine was 

found at an elevation of 1711.58 approximately 
52 feet below a 22 foot seam of un-mined Middle 
Kittanning coal. These elevations verified 
previous field work and mapping. 

 
QQ Core Boring A mine void was encountered in the Lower 

Kittanning coal seam verifying the mine map 
data in this area. 
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Drill Hole No. Type Comments 
 

EE Core Boring The first coal seam encountered at an 
elevation of 1713.42 was considered as the 
Middle Kittanning seam which placed the 
Lower Kittanning at 1666.42. Both seams were 
intact which placed the hole outside the 
periphery of this mine. The Lower Kittanning 
coal elevation compare favorably with mine 
map contours. 

 
II Core Boring A mine void was encountered in the Lower 

Kittanning coal seam with a bottom elevation 
of 1616 which places it approximately 20 feet 
lower than mine map contours. The Middle 
Kittanning seam was intact at an elevation of 
1666 which is approximately ten feet lower 
than the mine map contours at this location. A 
7.1 foot seam of Freeport Limestone was found 
at 1737. 

 
JJ Rotary The Lower Kittanning coal seam was encountered 

at an elevation of 1599 which placed the Middle 
Kittanning at 1653. The Middle Kittanning is in 
agreement with the report map but the Lower 
Kittanning varies by 60 feet. Although recorded 
differently in the field we believe the strata 
from 1720 to 1727 is Freeport Limestone.  

 
KK Rotary A mine void was encountered in the Middle 

Kittanning coal seam at an elevation of 1686. 
This indicates that the Middle Kittannin g 
drawing in the report is fairly accurate. We 
interpret the 12 foot seam found from 1747 to 
1759 as including Freeport Limestone.  

 
LL The mine void encountered at this location was 

in the Lower Kittanning seam. The Middle  
Kittanning seam was intact. The Lower 
Kittanning lies at 1620.17 which agrees 
Fully with the mine map contours. The 
Middle Kittanning was found to be 10 feet 
lower than shown on the drawing. 
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